Baltic Sea Spray Emissions: In Situ Eddy Covariance Fluxes vs. Simulated Tank Sea Spray
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Abstract: We present the first ever evaluation of sea spray aerosol eddy covariance (EC) fluxes at near coastal conditions and with limited fetch, and the first over water with brackish water (on average 7 ppt). The measurements were made on the island of Garpen in the Baltic Sea (56°23′ N, 16°06′ E) in September 2005. We found that wind speed is a major factor that is driving an exponential increase in sea spray sea salt emissions, comparable to previous studies over waters with higher salinity. We were able to show that the inclusion of a thermodenuder in the EC system allowed for the parallel measurements of the dry unheated aerosol flux (representing both organic and sea salt sea spray emissions) and the heated (300 °C) non-volatile sea salt emissions. This study’s experimental approach also included measurements of the artificial sea spray formed in a tank in locally sampled water at the same location as the EC fluxes. We attempted to use the EC aerosol flux measurements to scale the tank measurements to aerosol emissions in order to derive a complete size distribution for the sea spray emission fluxes below the size range (0.3–2 μm dry diameter) of the optical particle counters (OPCs) in the EC system, covering in total 0.01 μm to 2 μm diameter. In the wind directions with long fetches (corresponding to conditions similar to open sea), we were able to distinguish between the aerosol emission fluxes of dry aerosol and heated non-volatile (sea salt only) in the smallest size bins of the OPC, and could therefore indirectly estimate the organic sea spray fraction. In agreement with several previous ambient and tank experiments deriving the size resolved chemical mass concentration of sea salt and water-insoluble organic sea spray, our EC fluxes showed that sea sprays were dominated by sea salt at sizes ≥1 μm diameter, and by organics at the smallest OPC sizes. Since we used direct measures of the sea spray emission fluxes, we confirmed previous suggestions that this size distribution of sea salt and organics is a signature of sea spray aerosols. We were able to show that two sea salt source parameterizations (Mårtensson et al. (2003) and Salter et al. (2015)) agreed fairly well with our observed heated EC aerosol emission fluxes, as long as their predicted emissions were modified for the actual salinity by shifting the particle diameters proportionally to the cube root of the salinity. If, in addition, we added organics to the parameterized sea spray following the mono-layer model by Ellison et al. (1999), the combined sea spray parameterizations for sea salt and organics fell reasonably close to the observed fluxes for diameters > 0.15 μm, while one of them overpredicted the sea spray emissions below this size. The organic mono-layer model by Ellison et al. appeared to be able to explain most of the differences we observed between the aerosol emission fluxes with and without the thermodenuder.
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1. Introduction

Bubble-bursting from whitecaps, created by wind-generated waves breaking, is considered the most effective mechanism for ejecting sea spray into the atmosphere from the ocean surface [1]. According to the standard model, when a bubble reaches the ocean surface, the liquid film surrounding it drains off, resulting in a weakening of the bubble film, which thereafter ruptures, thereby producing a large number of film droplets bigger than 2 mm [2,3]. Following the rupture of the bubble film, large jet droplets would then issue from the instability and subsequent break-up of a liquid jet that shoots up from the bubble cavity [1,4]. Usually, film drops are said to account for the dry size sub-micrometer sea spray sea salt, with the super-micrometer sea spray making up the jet drops (together with spume drops) [5,6].

Above roughly 4 m s\(^{-1}\), the wind stress at the open ocean surface (which corresponds to 10 m s\(^{-1}\) wind speed) is sufficient to cause breaking waves and thus a flux of sea spray particles into the atmosphere [7]. Wind also controls dispersion and (dry) deposition of aerosol on the sea surface, leading to loss of aerosol [8–10]. Environmental parameters such as salinity and water temperature, as well as the accumulated organic material in the surface water have also been observed to have a strong effect on the marine aerosol production [6,11–17]. Recent discoveries indicate that the standard model is, if not incorrect, at least incomplete. For example, high-speed camera studies have demonstrated the existence of daughter bubbles that form around the ruptured original bubble [18–20]. Surface water tension, viscosity, and density, as well as bubble properties, have been identified as key factors that separate the regime of daughter bubbles from the regimes without daughter bubbles or daughter bubbles with each other. High speed photography also shows that jet drops ejected from these daughter bubbles could contribute to the submicrometer sea spray.

The most direct way of investigating the magnitude of aerosol net exchange between the surface and atmosphere is offered by the eddy covariance method, wherein a net upward flux indicates that particle emissions dominate over (dry deposition) sinks, as shown for marine regions [21], urban areas [22], and tropical rainforests [23]. The eddy covariance method was first applied to the measurement of sea spray fluxes by [24] over the Norwegian Sea, Barents Sea, and the Arctic Ocean. This work has been followed by studies over the northeastern Atlantic [25,26] and northwestern Atlantic [27], all of which used the eddy covariance technique at coastal sites under conditions representative of an open ocean.

While sea salt dominates the particulate mass concentration in unpolluted marine air with the global mass flux estimated to be in the vicinity of \(1 \times 10^{16}\) g y\(^{-1}\) [28,29], studies have however stressed that sub-micrometer sea spray aerosol can hold a significant organic mass fraction as well [15–17,20,30–33]. Most numerous is the marine aerosol in the submicrometer size range, sizes important for scattering effects and cloud formation [34,35], and therefore they deserve to be properly investigated. The amount of sea spray particles of all sizes emitted into the atmosphere per unit area, surface area, time, and the sea spray source function is required for modelling of the marine aerosol. Available source functions are obtained using different methods and physical principles, with most being derived from indirect methods such as the whitecap method. In the whitecap method, parameterizations of the fraction whitecap cover from field experimental data are combined with laboratory measurements of sea spray production rates per area whitecap (e.g., [6,36,37]). In particular, in order to improve climate models, accurate parameterizations of all aerosol emissions over all particle sizes are required. These include submicrometer sea spray particles, which current models are now attempting to simulate [15–17,38–40].

The study of [25] represents the first pseudo-size-segregated (size between 10 nm and 1000 nm) aerosol flux measurements where 50% of the number flux was found in 10–100 nm and 50% in 100–500 nm diameter. To date, no established technique has been designed to measure size-segregated atmospheric fluxes with the eddy covariance method below \(\approx 0.1\) µm in size due to the slow response times of the instruments available. An REA
(relaxed eddy accumulation) system could potentially allow for the use of slow aerosol sizing instrumentation [41], but is yet to be tested in marine environments, and REA is not likely to ever work aboard a moving platform such as a ship. The hope may also come from new types of instrumentation that both offer a wider size range and faster measurements, such as electric low-pressure impactors.

In the current study, we differentiate between non-volatile and volatile sea spray aerosol. In order to cover the sub-OPC (optical particle counter) size range, we attempt to connect the sea spray fluxes to simultaneous laboratory-measured sea spray. This marks the first attempt of its kind to apply this approach, as well as being the first dataset of sea spray emissions from brackish water, in highly polluted air and water, and of short fetch near coastal sea spray emissions.

2. Experimental Site and Methods

2.1. Site

Measurements were made on the Swedish southeast coast over the Baltic Sea, a polluted sea due to agriculture, eutrophication, industrial sewage, and traffic, and made worse due to the high residence time of seawater because the only connection to the open ocean is via Kattegat [42]. Due to riverine inflow of fresh water and relatively low evaporation, the water in the isolated Baltic Sea is brackish, having a salinity of about 7 ppt in the study.

The measurements were carried out at a lighthouse station on the island of Garpen (56°23’ N, 16°06’ E, Figure 1) in the southern mouth of the Kalmar Strait between the southeast coast of Sweden and the island of Öland. Garpen is a small island (300 × 75 m). The lighthouse is located at the center of the island and reaches up to 27 m above sea level. The flux system described below was mounted in the southeast side of the top platform in such a way that the light house construction only disturbed the air flow in the northwest (270°–360°).

![Figure 1](image-url). On the upper-left panel, the location of the island of Garpen and lighthouse station in the Kalmar Strait, southern Baltic Sea. Right panel shows the flux system (photo credit: Douglas Nilsson). Lower-left panel is a reshaped photo of the Garpen lighthouse (source: https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q10503160, accessed on 17 February 2021).

Laboratory investigations of the aerosol produced by the bubble-bursting mechanism were performed during 7–28 September 2005 [14], while the flux measurements were
extended to October. Here, we only use the flux measurements that were simultaneous to the tank experiments, and where biological production was maintained.

2.2. Wind Sectors, Fetch, Sea Bottom, and Footprint

Figure 2 shows the fetch from the lighthouse to the nearest coast for every compass direction. Figure 2 also includes a panorama 360° photograph stitched from 10 photographs taken at 18mm focal length. From the logarithmic fetch scale, we can identify several distinct sectors. First of all, we excluded the 270–360° sector where the flow was clearly disturbed by the lighthouse lamp housing. In the southeast 205–270° sector, we found a fetch of 2–3 km along the Swedish coastline, which can be clearly seen in the panoramic photo. In this direction, the water is shallow with depth never exceeding 6 m (see Figure 3). In the south from 145–205° towards northern Poland/Germany, we found a long fetch sector where the fetch reached about 200 to 300 km (compare Figure 1) and a water depth exceeding 10m within 1–2 km distance and 20 m within 10 km (see Figure 3), eventually reaching depths of more than 100 m. In the east, the fetch was found to be limited to about 20 km by the long, narrow island of Öland within a wide sector (0°–145°). In this direction, the depth exceeded 10 m within 1–2 km of Garpen and reached a maximum depth of about 20 m. Characteristics of the 3 sectors are summarized in Table 1. The coast of Öland was not visible for the unaided eye in most weather, and is hence not visible in the panoramic photo of Figure 2.

Figure 2. The central figure shows the fetch on a logarithmic scale in each wind direction. A 360° spherical panorama was made using the PTGui software to stitch together 10 original images that were taken with a Pentax K20D at 18 mm focal length from the top platform of the Garpen lighthouse, before the eddy covariance (EC) flux system was installed. The projection was not surface proportional, but objects were projected at roughly the size they are seen by an observer at the center point. The panorama was orientated so that up was north and down was south. To the left (west), one can see the Swedish east coast, but to the right (east), the coast of the island of Öland is out of sight. In the south and southeast, the open Baltic Sea opens up. The island of Garpen can be seen around the central figure, together with some distorted details of the lighthouse’s top platform railing, and at about 285°, the light house lightning conductor.
Figure 3. (a) Fetch (red curve with red diamonds) as a function of wind direction, the distance from the Garpen lighthouse to the nearest coast. Distance to sea depths of 3 m (full blue curve), 6 m (dashed blue curve), 10 m (dashed-dotted blue curve), and 20 m (blue dotted curve). (b) Like (a) but for the mean wind speed. (c) Like (b) but for the drag coefficient. (d) Like (b) but for the white cap coverage according to Equation (6), open sea (large grey circle), and according to Equation (7), limited fetch (red crosses). (e) Like (d) but for the upward dry aerosol number flux (large grey circles) and the upward non-volatile aerosol number flux (red crosses). (f) Like (e) but with the aerosol fluxes normalized with white cap coverage according to Equation (6).

Table 1. Summary of conditions characterizing each wind sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$X_F$ Range (km)</th>
<th>Mean $C_D$</th>
<th>Mean $U$ (ms$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Mean $W$ (%)</th>
<th>Mean $\tilde{w}N_{\tilde{N}}$ (m$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Mean $\tilde{w}N_{\tilde{N}}/W$ (m$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>2–10</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>7.6 (15.3)</td>
<td>0.23 (1.3)</td>
<td>$1.4 (1.6) \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$6.4 (7.0) \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>200–300</td>
<td>$9.7 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>4.6 (8.1)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.61)</td>
<td>$2.2 (0.7) \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$1.7 (0.6) \times 10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>$\approx 20$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>6.5 (10.7)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.70)</td>
<td>$8.6 (4.7) \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$4.5 (2.6) \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$n$ = number of half hour data points. Numbers in parentheses are maxima values. Numbers in braces are non-volatile (heated) aerosol fluxes.

We used the model by [43] to estimate the footprint in the respective sectors. In the near coastal sector, where we found the highest wind speed, the maximum contribution to the fluxes originated at about 325 m from the island and 90% within 900 m at mean conditions. At most, this value varied between 400 m and 1100 m. Given the narrow size of the island of Garpen in these directions (see Figure 2) and the fetch (up to 2 km, see Figures 2 and 3), this implies that the measurement footprint was dominated by water surfaces. In the long fetch sector, the largest contribution to the fluxes came from a distance of 500–800 m and 90% of the flux from within 1–2 km. In the direction of Öland, the peak flux contribution came from a distance of 300–900 m while the 90% limit never exceeded 2.5 km. This also implies that the flux was dominated by sea surface.

2.3. Weather and Air Mass Origin

Every 6 hours we calculated backward trajectories for up to 48 h, arriving at the Garpen position. Figure 4 shows those most closely associated with upward fluxes within the 3 sectors defined above: the near-coastal sector (Figure 4a), the long-fetch sector (Figure 4b), and the Kalmar Strait sector (Figure 4c). Stars denote every 12th hour. The
trajectories were almost exclusively within the boundary layer. Trajectories associated with the coastal sector reached Garpen from south-westerly paths related to a strong westerly flow (and relatively high wind speed). They all passed over southern Sweden or very close to the coast prior to reaching Garpen. Before then, they originated from Denmark or Germany. Trajectories corresponding to wind from the long fetch sector were associated with a relatively slow flow from continental Europe and were due to a high pressure to the east and a low pressure to the west (Figure 4b). They did not originate from one single synoptic situation, but rather from similar conditions distributed over several occasions during the campaign. The trajectories associated with the Kalmar Strait sector spent beyond Öland several hundred kilometers over the central Baltic Sea in a counter-clockwise low-pressure circulation before originating from Sweden (Figure 4c). Despite the long distance passed over the Baltic Sea, the fetch and thereby the action of the wind on the waves were limited by the late passage of Öland.

Figure 4. The 48-h back trajectories arriving at the island of Garpen every 6 h, divided according to the three wind sectors: the near-coastal sector (a), the long-fetch sector (b), and the Kalmar Strait sector (c). Stars denote every 12th hour along the trajectories.

To briefly summarize the synoptic weather during the campaign, we found that rain approached southern Sweden from the west during September 7, followed by a few days with warm but windy weather. On September 10, a high-pressure system originating from the North Sea moved up to Sweden, resulting in sunny weather (September 10–11). In the middle of September 2005, fronts originating from the remains of tropical storm Maria reached Sweden from the west. These days were characterized by low atmospheric pressure, small amounts of rain, and the highest wind speeds. This was followed by more stable weather with northerly winds shifting to westerly and then southerly with low wind speeds (September 16–22). At the end of September, a high-pressure center was located over Russia, resulting in high temperatures and southerly winds (September 26–28).

2.4. Flux Measurements

2.4.1. Instruments

A Gill ultrasonic research anemometer R3 was used to measure the 3-D wind at 20 Hz. Two Grimm Aerosol Technik GmbH 1.108 OPCs were operated together with dilution units and heaters as prototypes corresponding to the current Grimm model SVC-EDM 265. These counted the aerosol in size classes >0.3, >0.4, >0.5, >0.65, >0.8, >1.0, and >1.6 µm with a time resolution of 1 s (this is half the number of size channels compared to when the 1.108 is operated at a lower time resolution). One system was run using a dilution unit (which diluted the sampled air with 50% dry and particle-free air) to measure the total dry aerosol. The second unit was run using a thermodenuder to heat the sampled air to 300 °C so as to reduce the aerosol to only the non-volatile fraction. For simplicity, we consider the aerosol below 300 °C as semi-volatile, and the aerosol above 300 °C as non-volatile. In combination with the effect of the eddy covariance method (see below) that only aerosol components with a source within the flux footprint can contribute to an upward aerosol flux, we considered the aerosol flux from the system with the thermodenuder as not only semi-volatile, but also consisting of organic compounds, since other compounds that would evaporate below 300 °C must have been transported from beyond the flux footprint. The
sampling lines were 1.5 m long. The data were sampled using a lab-view flux software package developed at Stockholm University.

2.4.2. Flux Calculations

The dynamic fields of the aerosol number concentration \( N \) and vertical wind speed \( w \) can be separated into slowly varying mean fields (denoted with an overbar) and rapidly varying turbulent components (denoted with a prime): \( N = \overline{N} + N' \) and \( w = \overline{w} + w' \), respectively. In accordance with Reynold’s averaging rules, we found that the average of the product of aerosol number concentration and vertical wind speed will be the product of the average of the means plus the product of the average of the deviations: \( \overline{wN} = \overline{w} \overline{N} + \overline{wN'} \). In other words, it is the sum of the average vertical advective flux and the average vertical turbulent flux. The vertical turbulent flux of aerosol particles is the covariance between the fluctuations in aerosol concentration and in the vertical wind speed, where a positive average of \( \overline{wN'} \) indicates an upward flux, while a negative value indicates downward fluxes.

All eddy sizes contributing to the turbulent flux of particles should be included in the averaging time for the flux calculations, although the averaging time should be short enough to exclude long-term trends in the data. In this study, a 30-min averaging time was considered a reasonable compromise. As vertical advection was assumed to be a result of terrain, the coordinate system was rotated to obtain zero vertical advection, with the result that the total vertical flux equal to the turbulent vertical flux [44]. To remove the influence of low frequency trends in the data, we separated the fluctuations in aerosol number and vertical wind speed, \( N' \) and \( w' \), respectively, from the means by linear de-trending.

As noticed above, it is an important feature of eddy covariance (EC) flux measurements that upward aerosol fluxes can only result due to emissions of substances with a source in the flux footprint. Substances transported from beyond the footprint, such as sulfates, ammonia, and nitrates, would only have a minor contribution to the EC fluxes through aerosol dry deposition, and could not cause an upward flux. In combination with the thermodenuder and the dryer, we can therefore be fairly sure that upward aerosol EC flux from the system with the thermodenuder would be dominated by sea salt (plus possible small amounts of organics with even higher boiling points), while upward EC fluxes from the system with the dryer should include the same non-volatile fraction + semi-volatile organic compounds.

2.4.3. Errors and Corrections

The time lag in the aerosol sampling lines was corrected for by testing which time lag produced the largest correlation between \( N \) and \( w \), and then using this lag to calculate the aerosol fluxes.

When data cannot be sampled as fast as the 10–20 Hz required to resolve all turbulent fluxes, or when the actual instrument’s response time is too slow, the calculated flux is underestimated. Following [45], an underestimated aerosol particle flux due to a slow response time can be estimated according to

\[
\frac{F_m}{F_c} = \frac{1}{1 + \left( \frac{2\tau_m \overline{wU}}{\overline{z}} \right)^\alpha}
\]

where \( F_m \) is the measured flux and \( F_c \) the flux corrected for an underestimation due to a low response time; \( \overline{U} \) is the mean horizontal wind speed; \( z \) the observation level (28 m); and \( \tau_c \) is the frequency first order response time constant, which was 0.3 s for the OPC [23], but the logged time resolution was only 1 s. Therefore, we substituted \( \tau_c \) with 1 s instead of 0.3 s in Equation (1). Given the short length of the sampling lines, their contribution to \( \tau_c \) was neglected. Furthermore, \( \alpha = 1 \) for stable stratification \( (z/L > 0, \ L \) is the Monin–Obukhov
length that expresses a competition between mechanical and convective mixing), \( \alpha = 7/8 \) for neutral and unstable stratifications \( (z/L \leq 0) \), and \( n_m \) is the normalized frequency:

\[
n_m = 2.0 - \frac{1.915}{1 + 0.5 \left( \frac{z}{L} \right)}, \quad z/L > 0
\]  

(2)

where the limit for neutral conditions, \( n_m = 0.085 \), is also applicable for unstable situations [45]. All aerosol fluxes presented in this study were corrected using Equations (1) and (2). On average, the correction was 24%.

The sampling lines were completely vertical, going straight into the OPCs without any turns. This implies that particle losses by impaction and deposition were negligible. Considering the small losses by Brownian diffusion in this size interval and the short sampling lines, we believed that this should be close to zero. The short length of the sampling lines also implies that flux attenuations were rather limited.

The Webb correction for the effect of sensible and latent heat fluxes was not applied to the aerosol fluxes for reasons given in [23,46]. Temperature fluctuations are dampened in a tubing of several meters [47], and therefore the particle fluxes were not corrected with regard to sensible heat fluxes. Nor were the fluxes corrected with regard to latent heat fluxes, since the sampled air was dried before entering the OPC.

There is always an uncertainty in time averaged aerosol flux measurements due to discrete counting of the particle counters, which, according to [48], can be described as follows:

\[
\delta(w'N') = \frac{\sigma_w \bar{N}}{\sqrt{NQ \delta t}}
\]

(3)

where \( \sigma_w \) is the standard deviation of the vertical wind speed, \( \bar{N} \) is the aerosol number concentration averaged over the sampling period \( t \), and \( Q \) is the sampling volume flow rate through the particle counter. The relative counting error was on average 30% of the dry aerosol flux and 24% of the non-volatile flux, spanning from 36 to 75% and 34 to 74% from the smallest to the largest OPC size bin, for the dry and non-volatile aerosol flux, and at the largest and smallest size class, respectively.

Often we were interested in the source flux rather than the measured net flux that results from both sources and sinks. We therefore assumed that the actual emission fluxes can be estimated according to

\[
F = w'N' - N \times v_d
\]

(4)

The dry deposition velocity \( v_d \) was calculated on the basis of the measured data following [21–23,26,40]. The deposition correction was on average 30% for the dry aerosol flux and 10% for the non-volatile aerosol flux, spanning from 23 to 49% and 8 to 22% from the smallest to the largest OPC size bin for the dry and non-volatile aerosol fluxes, respectively. The dry deposition was dominated by gravitational deposition, while Brownian diffusions were negligible.

### 2.5. Laboratory-produced Aerosol

The bubble-bursting mechanism in the open sea was mimicked in the laboratory by allowing a jet of surface water to hit a water surface inside a 20-L polyethylene bottle (Nalgene Labware, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Surface water was sampled about 20 m offshore over a 0.5 m depth, and was continuously pumped into the bottle, hitting the enclosed water surface vertically with a flow of 5 L min\(^{-1}\). Filtered, and thus particle-free, air was continuously pumped into the bottle to ensure no laboratory air was sampled. Regularly, the water jet was turned off to ensure the air in the tanks returned to zero particles before the water jet was turned on again.

The aerosol size distribution produced was measured using a differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS) and an optical particle counter (OPC), GRIMM GmbH, model 7.309 (GRIMM Aerosol Technik Ainring GmbH & CO. KG, Ainring, Germany), together covering a size range between 0.02 and up to 2.2 µm (dry diameter, \( D \)). The custom-made DMPS
system consisted of a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) operated with a close loop of sheath air [49], delivering an aerosol size distribution with $D$ between 0.02 and 0.25 µm in 15 bins together with a CPC (condensation particle counter; TSI 3010). The turn-over time scale for the water in the sea spray tank was 2.6 min, considerably shorter than the half-hourly time periods used for flux calculations, such that there was no serious risk of a time lag between the sea spray tank data and EC aerosol fluxes. This and other characteristics of the setup as well as instrumental details can be found in [13,14]. The bubble spectra that formed in this experimental setup were characterized in Hultin et al. (2010), and found to be similar to the in situ bubble spectra in the vicinity of breaking waves [13].

2.6. Sea Spray Source Parameterizations and Their Adaption to Brackish Water

In order to interpret the observed aerosol fluxes $\overline{w_{\text{aq}} N}$ and the estimated emission fluxes $F$, we made use of sea spray emission fluxes based on the sea spray sea salt source parameterizations by Mårtensson [6] and Salter [37], as well as the model proposed by Ellison [50] to estimate the quantity and fraction of organic surfactants in sea spray aerosols. The data from the 3 different salinities used by Mårtensson [6] suggests that the sea salt source parameterizations in Mårtensson [6] and Salter [37] could be adapted to low salinity by shifting the emission spectra in accordance with:

$$D_S = D_{35} \left( \frac{S}{35} \right)^{1/3}$$

where $D_{35}$ is the dry aerosol diameter in high salinity sea water and a pure sea salt aerosol as in the original parameterizations, $S$ is the local salinity, and $D_S$ is the aerosol diameter corresponding to that salinity. One should note that this is not entirely in agreement with the laboratory experiments at different salinities by [12,51]. It is, however, the only current modification for the effect of water salinity on sea spray emissions that is available, and it is logical that if the effects on the actual formation processes are limited, the dominant effect would be that the sizes of the dry aerosol become smaller on account of less salt remaining in each sea spray droplet when it is evaporated. The degree to which the Salter and Mårtensson source parameterizations, modified with Equation (5), agree with our observations will become an independent test of how well these source parameterizations agree with observations, as well as how well this adaption to brackish sea spray is actually working.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Aerosol Flux Direction

Figure 5 shows the occurrence frequency of different total aerosol number flux magnitudes for the dry aerosol and non-volatile aerosol. Clearly upward fluxes dominated over downward fluxes. The peak in the distributions on the negative side had only a short tail towards larger negative fluxes, and negative fluxes larger than $10^4$ m$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ were quite uncommon. On the positive side of the figure, the first peak was at approximately $8 \times 10^3$ m$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$, followed by a second peak with fluxes remaining relatively common at up to $2 \times 10^4$ m$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$. In addition, at zero flux, there was a minimum in the distributions, both for the dry and non-volatile aerosol. In the presence of only deposition sinks and no sources, one would expect a distribution that peaks on the negative side but includes a tail up into the positive fluxes due to random errors. Observations of individual upward fluxes did not prove the existence of a source in the footprint. However, distributions such as those in Figure 5 indicated the presence of both sinks and sources. The distinct separation of upward and downward fluxes by the minima at zero showed that sources were present; that their distributions were well separated from the sinks; and that these upward fluxes were often stronger than the downward fluxes, the sinks. This was emphasized by the positive net fluxes where both were more common than the negative and on average larger. The dry aerosol number fluxes were positive (77% of the time) as were the non-volatile aerosol fluxes (positive 64% of the time). It may appear strange that the non-volatile aerosol
fluxes in the heated sampling line had upward fluxes that peaked at a lower magnitude. In this case where the aerosol was at least in part internally mixed, it will shrink in size when heated, while part of the aerosol particle number may disappear below the lower size cut of the OPC. As we shall see, the OPC had its highest concentrations in the smallest size bin, and thus this effect had considerable potential to influence the results.

Figure 5. Frequency of occurrence of OPC (optical particle counter) aerosol number fluxes (corrected for limited time response but not for dry deposition). Blue curve is the unheated dry aerosol number flux, while red curve is the heated non-volatile aerosol flux (300 °C).

3.2. Aerosol Flux and White Cap Coverage by Wind Direction

Figure 3 shows a range of variables that define the measurement site (fetch, water depth, wind speed, drag coefficient, and white cap coverage) along with the measured particle flux as a function of the wind direction. This figure provides an overview of the whole dataset before a discussion of the individual wind sectors and particle size ranges in subsequent sections. Figure 3b,c shows that most of the high wind speed values and large drag coefficients were found in the southwestern near-coastal sector. In order to calculate the white cap coverage, we used the most common equation [7] for open sea white cap coverage:

\[
W(\%) = 3.84 \times 10^{-4} \times U^{3.41}
\]

where \(U\) (at 10 m) is the mean wind speed, and a white cap model that includes the effect of limited fetch \(X_f\) [52]:

\[
W(\%) = 0.06 \times C_D \times U^{7/3} \times X_f^{0.33}
\]

where the drag coefficient \(C_D\) is

\[
C_D = \frac{k^2}{(12.505 + 0.358 \times \ln(X_f) - 2.716 \times \ln(U))^2}
\]

with \(k\) being the von Kármán constant (0.4). Obviously, \(W\) is influenced by \(X_f\) through both Equations (7) and (8), but in opposite ways. However, at small \(X_f\), the dominating effect is to limit \(W\) to smaller values than predicted by Equation (6). The effect of this can be seen in Figure 3d, where \(W\) was calculated on the basis of measured \(U\) and \(X_f\) using both
Equations (5) and (6). In the long fetch sector from 145° to 205°, both equations give almost identical results, while at short fetches, Equation (7) predicts roughly half the white cap coverage. This is in agreement with the physical reality where waters with limited fetch (such as lakes or sea water in offshore wind) require much larger wind speeds to produce the same amounts of white caps. Despite the effect of fetch, it can be seen in Figure 3d that the higher wind speed in the near coastal sector produced a higher white cap coverage at high wind speeds than did sectors with a limited fetch at low wind speed. Nonetheless, the use of Equation (7) reduced this difference. In Table 1, we can see that one effect of the fetch was to reverse the order between the coastal sector (0.23% white caps) and the Kalmar Strait sector (0.29% white caps), where otherwise the coastal sector with its higher wind speeds would have had the highest $W$. From here on, $W$ shall exclusively be calculated using Equations (6) and (7), because it appears that the fetch considerably influenced our dataset, and that ignoring the influence of this on $W$ would be unavoidable.

Figure 3e shows the upward aerosol flux. It can be seen that the largest fluxes ($>10^4 \text{ m}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$) were found either at the high wind speeds in the near coastal sector or at the moderate wind speeds in the long fetch sector. It is interesting to note that while the long fetch sector and the Kalmar Strait sector both had larger average fluxes for the dry aerosol than for the non-volatile aerosol, especially the long fetch sector, there was no significant difference. This suggests that on average the entire sea spray flux for this sector was non-volatile. We can also see that the highest average aerosol number of emissions was found in the sector with the smallest average $U$ and $W$, i.e., the long fetch sector.

In order to examine how these fluxes would compare if they were normalized to the white cap coverage, we calculated the upward flux per white cap area ($\overline{wNt}/W$). It can be seen in Figure 3f and Table 1 how this increased the flux per surface area by a factor of 100–1000, since we moved to estimating the emissions per white cap surface and ignored the rest of the sea. The average non-volatile fraction was roughly half of the total number of emissions. This could be the result of internally mixed sea spray that shrink below the lower detection diameter of the OPC because semi-volatile organics are lost in the thermodenuder, or externally mixed sea spray where half the particle number is completely lost in the thermodenuder.

3.3. Aerosol Emissions by Size

3.3.1. Coastal Sector

On average, the aerosol number size distribution in the coastal wind sector decreased in number concentration with increasing size by about two orders of magnitude from 0.3 to 2 µm diameter. The number concentration of the non-volatile fraction was about a factor 2–3 lower in concentration than that of the dry fraction, see Figure 6a. The nearly constant slopes as a function of the particle sizes were not broken until we reached super micrometer sizes. The volume concentration had a different behavior (see Figure 6b), where we probably saw the upper tail of the accumulation mode in the lower end and the beginning of a coarse mode in the upper end of the OPC range, while between them was a small mode centered at about 0.8 µm diameter.
The total average net aerosol number flux was dominated by the smallest OPC stage. The whole size range showed on average a positive (upward) flux, which indicated that sources were dominant over deposition. For the whole 0.3–2 µm diameter range, the dry and non-volatile aerosol fluxes were practically identical (see Figure 6c). The averages of only periods with net upward fluxes are shown in Figure 6d. On the log–log scale, these formed a continuous decline in the flux magnitude from 0.3 to just above 1 µm diameter, where the flux of the last size range increased in magnitude. Moreover, here, the dry and non-volatile fluxes were negligibly different when considering the average errors.

It may seem like a contradiction that the dry and non-volatile aerosol concentrations differed, while the corresponding fluxes did not. However, one must remember that the latter are turbulent fluxes, and only include those particles that have a correlation with the vertical wind because of a significant local source or sink within the flux footprint. Pre-existing aerosols with sources beyond the footprint such as ammonium (bu) sulfate and nitrates will at most contribute through deposition fluxes, which may cause a small underestimation of the emission fluxes that we corrected for when calculating the emission flux F from the EC aerosol fluxes $\overline{wN}$F. This is one reason that eddy covariance fluxes are such a powerful tool to study local primary aerosol sources such as sea spray.
What the small difference between the curves in Figure 6d suggests is that all of the sea spray aerosol in this sector were non-volatile, presumably sea salt. Alternatively, the proximity of the Swedish coast and numerous anthropogenic aerosol sources may have had the unfortunate effect that the dry aerosol flux suffered from a larger influence of dry deposition fluxes than the non-volatile aerosol flux, despite efforts to correct for this. This could have caused the difference between the fluxes to look smaller than it should have been, especially if there had only been local sea spray emission fluxes.

The sea salt aerosol size is proportional to the salinity in the water. In addition, we assumed that the original sea spray droplets at formation included so much water that their salinities were the same as in the local sea water (in other words, that sea salt was not enriched, a conservative assumption), which implies that at their creation they had diameters that were 5.2 times larger than those predicted by the Mårtensson and Salter parameterizations for the dry size at 7 ppt salinity following Equation (5) (dashed and dotted red curves in Figure 6d). Of course, these are likely to rapidly shrink in size and equilibrate with the surrounding relative humidity. The original size, however, is important if we are to estimate the potential organic surfactant fraction and accept the conclusion of Ellison [50] that surfactants carried by one droplet will be proportional to its original surface. We used the simple approach by Ellison [50] to estimate the contribution of a monolayer of organic surfactant molecules covering the sea spray, and then combined this with the Mårtensson and Salter models (see the dashed and dotted blue curves in Figure 6d). The monolayer of course also added to both the size and mass of the sea spray, insignificantly for larger particles, more so the smaller the particles were. When completely dry, the diameter of the remaining internally mixed sea salt/organic aerosol was represented by the dashed and dotted cyan curves in Figure 6d.

We can see that the measured unheated but dried aerosol concentration size distributions for both number and volume (Figure 6a,b, respectively) were larger than the heated non-volatile aerosol concentrations in the same figures. However, here, the difference between the curves for both unheated dry aerosols (cyan curve) and heated non-volatile aerosols (red curve) fell within the error bars. That is logical if the former would represent both sea salt and primary marine organics and the latter only sea salt, even though in reality these also include other aerosol sources. On the other hand, for the aerosol emission fluxes in Figure 6c, we know that the aerosol here originated only from the local footprint, and should therefore only be sea spray.

The reason for using three modifications onto source functions was to predict three situations. First, the pure sea spray flux with no organics was reduced to local Baltic salinity (red curves in Figures 6–8). Second, the sea spray aerosol emission was enriched by organic matter and water just after ejection from the sea surface (blue curves on Figures 6–8). Third, aerosol emission particles were enriched after evaporation by organic matter (cyan dotted/dashed curves).

For Figure 6d, we observed first of all that the two source parameterizations agreed with each other from about 0.5 µm to 2.5 µm diameter for the pristine droplets (blue curves). By “pristine” we mean that the droplets were at their initial creation size and had not yet adapted to the surrounding relative humidity. An organic monolayer might delay the evaporation of the pristine sea spray droplets somewhat. The important question is if it is long enough to preserve that water through the turbulent transport from the sea surface to the OPC in the EC flux system, and through the drying unit in front of one of the OPCs and the thermodenuder in front of the other OPC. Comparing the blue curves representing this pristine sea spray with the observed dry and heated aerosol flux distributions (full curves in Figure 6d), we found that this water was lost before entering the OPCs and that we were measuring the dried sea spray, sea salt, or sea salt + organics.
The 0.5 to 2.5 $\mu$m diameter range for the pristine droplets (blue curves) in Figure 6d corresponds to 0.2 to 0.5 $\mu$m dry diameter (cyan curves, sea salt, and organic surfactants). Below this range, the Mårtensson model shows a higher emission, while above this range, the Salter model shows a larger emission of sea spray. This applies to the average wind speed and temperature for data in the coastal sector ($U = 7.6$ m/s, mean water temperature = 13.5 $^\circ$C). When comparing the observed heated flux (presumably sea salt only) with the Mårtensson and Salter sea salt parameterizations (red dotted and red dashed curves, respectively), we found that they fell within the error bars from about 0.4 to 1 $\mu$m dry diameter. If we similarly compared the parameterization curves for sea salt plus organic surfactants (cyan curves), we found that they fell within the range of the observed fluxes of unheated but dried (presumably salt plus organic surfactants) from about 0.3 to...
1 µm dry diameter. However, most of the data points were just as close to the modelled sea salt emission curves as they were to the internally mixed sea salt organic emission curves in Figure 6d.

Generally speaking, for the coastal wind sector, all model estimates of the sea salt-only emission fluxes (heated non-volatile) and the model estimates of sea salt + organic surfactant sea spray emission fluxes (unheated but dried) that were corrected for salinity fall within the error bars of the measurements to which we compared them. Hence, we can say that the models agreed with the observations in the sub-micrometer size range, but we were unable to distinguish between the sea salt and organic content of the sea spray.

3.3.2. Long Fetch Sector

The southern long fetch sector is in many ways the most interesting, at least in terms of how sea spray emissions behave on conditions similar to the open sea. Compared to the coastal sector, we had similar aerosol number size distributions but with higher concentrations in the accumulation mode, while the volume size distribution lacked the irregular shape found in the coastal sector (see Figure 7c). The largest difference, however, was found in the net aerosol number flux size distributions (see Figure 7b). Here, the dry (unheated, cyan curve) aerosol flux was larger while the non-volatile (heated, red curve) aerosol flux was smaller than in the coastal sector. As a consequence, there were significantly larger dry aerosol fluxes than non-volatile aerosol fluxes. At least in the two smallest OPC channels, the dry and non-volatile aerosol fluxes differed significantly when considering the average errors. This implies that in the long-fetch sector, the sea spray emissions included substantial amounts of semi-volatile material, presumably organics, in addition to sea salt, especially in the low end of the size range.

When comparing these results to the Mårtensson [6] + Ellison [50] and Salter [37] + Ellison [50] models in Figure 7d, the picture is quite different than for the coastal sector (Figure 6d). For the heated non-volatile fluxes (presumably sea salt), the Mårtensson [6] curve (red dotted) was within the uncertainty of the observed values except for the size bin just above 1 µm dry diameter. The Salter [37] curve (cyan dashed) overpredicted the sea salt emissions below ≈0.4 µm dry diameter, but did well otherwise. The combined Mårtensson [6] and Ellison [50] parameterizations of the combined sea salt and organic surfactants (cyan dotted curve) were below the observed unheated dry fluxes (cyan solid curves) at about 0.5 µm dry diameter and again overestimated the fluxes just above the 1 µm dry diameter. The combined Salter [37] and Ellison [50] source parameterizations (dashed cyan curve) had the same problem, but underestimated the emissions even further in comparison with the observed fluxes (full cyan curve). The observed fluxes suggest that there was more material in the emitted aerosol particles than what could be explained by the sea salt and water-insoluble organics from the Ellison monolayer. These could be water-soluble organics, or surfactants, which formed micelles inside the droplets.

3.3.3. Kalmar Strait Sector

This sector shows that size distributions of concentrations and fluxes were somewhere between the characteristics of the other two sectors. The difference was between observed dry (unheated) and non-volatile (heated) aerosol EC fluxes $\dot{w}/N'$, while emission fluxes (see Figure 8c,d, respectively) were even better separated from each other than for the long fetch sector. Just like the long fetch sector, the dry EC fluxes $d\dot{w}/dD$ in Figure 7d increased exponentially with decreasing size, separating themselves from the heated number flux size distribution, and while they did so in the Kalmar Strait sector, it was much more pronounced. The resulting $dF/dD$ were well separated from each other, and the errors did not overlap below ≈0.5 µm dry diameter. We shall further examine the chemical consequences for the sea spray source that resulted from this patter in the long fetch and Kalmar Strait sectors (see Sections 3.7 and 3.8).

With regard to the sea spray parameterizations in Figure 8d, the aerosol flux size distributions of the Kalmar strait sector were partly reminiscent of the coastal sector (for
the larger size bins) as well as the long fetch sector (the smaller size bins), but in general their results differed. The pure inorganic Mårtensson [6] parameterization (red dotted) fell within the uncertainty of the observed heated non-volatile fluxed (red solid curve) below \( \approx 0.8 \mu m \) dry diameter, along with the Salter [37] parameterization (red dashed curve) below \( \approx 0.5 \mu m \) dry diameter. For the combined sea salt parameterizations and Ellison parameterizations, both Salter [37] and Mårtensson [6] models agreed with the observed unheated fluxes of up to about 0.5 \( \mu m \) dry diameter.

3.4. Wind Driven Sea Spray Flux

Because the white cap coverage of the sea increases with wind speed [7], we did expect the sea spray emissions to do the same [24–26]. In Figure 9, we can see that this was indeed also the case for the sea spray aerosol fluxes in the coastal sector. For the other two sectors, we had too few data points and too narrow a wind range to find any clear trends in wind speed (see Table 1). Using a log linear fit between the mean wind speed and the aerosol number flux as in

\[
\frac{\overline{q}}{\overline{N}} = 10^{k \times U + m} \tag{9}
\]

the non-volatile fraction had both a better correlation with the wind speed (correlation coefficient \( r = 0.74 \) vs. \( r = 0.23 \)), a stronger slope with wind speed than dry aerosol flux (\( k = 0.107 \) vs. \( 0.020 \)), and a smaller zero bias (\( m = -2.81 \) vs. \( -2.06 \)). In practice, the fit to the dry aerosol fluxes and the wind speed was not significant.

There are several possible explanations:

1. It may be that there is an organic semi-volatile fraction along with the sea salt that had a less pronounced wind dependency. The gradient flux measurements [53] suggests that the organic mass percentage of the sea spray would decrease with increasing wind speed (at the Irish west coast facing the North-Atlantic). It is however not straightforward to derive from that study how the number of emitted sea spray particles with organic in relate to the wind speed. Will the exponential increase in sea spray emission or the decreasing percentage of organic mass win, or lose, or result in a near steady state despite increasing wind velocity? The interpretation of Figure 9 in view of the results of [53] is further complicated because we do not know if the organic sea spray fraction and the sea salt sea spray fraction was entirely internally mixed.
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With at least a significant part of externally mixed organic sea spray, alternatively if bubbles scavenge relatively less organic surfactants at high wind speed we cannot exclude this possibility (see discussion further down in Section 3.8).

2. While previous studies (in the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans) have been in fairly remote marine regions, the data of the current study originated from a region with strong anthropogenic influence on the aerosol. We should expect that the dry aerosol concentration contained significant amounts of anthropogenic non-sea-spray aerosols. These would not covariate positively with the vertical wind since they do not have a source within the footprint. They may contribute to the flux with a smaller negative covariance due to deposition at the surface, but this is usually an order of magnitude smaller than the sea spray emissions. Dry deposition is usually considered to be wind-dependent as well, e.g., [8], which could obscure any wind dependency in the sea spray source flux. This should cause more scatter (and lower correlation coefficient), less pronounced slope to the horizontal wind, and a larger zero bias, as observed in Figure 9. The heated non-volatile aerosol would most likely suffer much less from anthropogenic influence, since at 300 °C the only remaining anthropogenic aerosol component would be soot (which is likely to primarily occur at smaller sizes considering their number).

The latter explanation is very likely to have played a role, and yet both effects could combine. It is not simple to distinguish between these two effects. As such, it is therefore not possible to conclude that the difference in wind dependency between the heated and unheated aerosol flux must have something to do with the difference in source mechanism in polluted areas such as the southern Baltic Sea. Unlike remote regions, the heating of the sampling line did not become a tool primarily to distinguish between the organic and sea salt sea spray components, but it was rather an essential tool to be able to separate the sea spray fluxes from other aerosol components.

If we compare the wind dependency of the sea spray flux from this study with previously published studies using Equation (9), it is clear that the heated (sea salt) aerosol flux in this study offered one of the best fits when taking into account both the correlation coefficient and number of data points. Its log-linear slope \( k = 0.107 \) was very close to the slope calculated for the North Atlantic by [19] for unheated OPC concentrations >0.1µm diameter \( k = 0.109 \). It also had the lowest zero bias value \( m = −2.81 \) of all datasets thus far.

3.5. Ambient Diurnal Cycles

Figure 10 shows the average diurnal cycles in several key ambient in situ parameters for the coastal sector. We only used data when both fluxes and tank experiment data were available, since the intention was to later compare in situ sea spray emissions on the basis of EC fluxes and on the basis of the sea spray simulation tank data. The data were averaged in 3-h time periods. The other sectors did not contain enough data points to form an average diurnal cycle.
Figure 10. Diurnal average cycles of ambient in situ parameters as measured by the eddy covariance flux system on Garpen. The figure is based on all data within the coastal wind sector (205–270◦) that coincides with data from the tank experiment. (a) Diurnal cycle in wind speed (solid curve) with one standard deviation (dashed curves). (b) Like (a), but for the white cap coverage. (c) Like (a), but for OPC number concentrations, dry aerosol (cyan curve), and non-volatile (red curve), with respective standard deviations (dotted and dashed curves, respectively). (d) As in (c), but for the average of all upward aerosol number fluxes.

The average wind speed exhibited a maximum just after midday, and a nocturnal minimum (Figure 10a). This was pronounced in the white cap coverage due to its non-linear dependency on wind speed with daytime maxima just above 1% (Figure 10b). The aerosol number concentration, on the other hand, showed an afternoon minimum and a maximum before sunrise (Figure 10c). Both the dry and non-volatile aerosol number concentrations had similar cycles, but the former had a much larger amplitude. The smallest differences between dry and non-volatile aerosol number concentrations were found at the minima concentration close to noon. It is interesting to note that while aerosol concentration at sea often correlates with the wind speed, e.g., [24,54], it does not do so in this case. Instead, the diurnal cycle in terms of average aerosol concentration resembles those observed over continental forests due to daytime dilution in an increasingly deep boundary layer [23,46].

The aerosol number fluxes had completely different cycles. The dry aerosol had fairly constant number fluxes throughout the day with a weak maximum in the morning and a minimum in daytime varying between 1 and 2 × 10^4 m^−2s^−1 (Figure 10d). The heated non-volatile aerosol number flux, on the other hand, had a strong diurnal cycle with a maximum average flux of about 5 × 10^4 m^−2s^−1 near noon local time. Just before noon, there was a steep increase in the non-volatile flux, and thereafter the non-volatile flux remained larger than the dry aerosol flux, gradually declining until midnight. While the dry aerosol fluxes had no resemblance to the diurnal cycles of wind speed and white cap, it is obvious from Figure 10b,d that the non-volatile (sea salt) aerosol flux followed these parameters very closely in phase and amplitude, suggesting that we may see a local sea spray source.

It may appear counter-intuitive to observe larger fluxes for the heated aerosol than for the unheated one, as the process of heating the air is expected to remove aerosol particles. This was the case with the average aerosol number concentration in Figure 10c; however, fluxes behave in a different manner to concentrations. The magnitude of the fluxes is not primarily dependent on their concentration, but on how well such concentration correlates with the vertical wind speed. If we remove part(s) of the aerosol that have weak correlation with the vertical wind speed, or even opposite (negative) correlation, we may very well improve the correlation (and covariance, hence the flux).
3.6. Diurnal Cycles According to in situ Fluxes vs. Tank Sea Spray Production

In Figure 11, we compare the ambient in situ eddy covariance aerosol fluxes of Figure 10 with the artificial sea spray production tank experiments previously presented by [13,14]. However, we only include those tank data that coincided with flux data. As a result, our average diurnal cycles look slightly different than in [14], even though their main characteristics have not changed.
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**Figure 11.** Average diurnal cycles based on tank experiments with artificial sea spray in a continuous flow of local sea water and in situ eddy covariance fluxes. (a) Dissolved oxygen (DO) in the experiment tank (%) (full green curve) with standard deviations (dashed green curves). (b) Like (a), but for the DO concentration in milliliter oxygen per liter water (full and dashed green curves), and the saturation concentration of oxygen (dash-dotted black curve). (c) Like (a), but for the aerosol number concentration in the tank counted by a condensation particle counter (CPC) (particles >0.01 µm diameter). (d) Like (c), but for the OPC used in the tank experiments (particles >0.25 µm diameter). (e) Average diurnal cycle in air temperature (blue curve) and water temperature (green curve). (f) Like (a), but for the salinity. (g) Like (a), but for the calculated sea surface tension based on water temperature and salinity alone, while neglecting the effects of organic surfactants [55]. (h) Like (a), but for the ratio between non-volatile upward aerosol number fluxes and white cap coverage.

The water temperature followed a diurnal cycle with a minimum shortly after sunrise and a maximum in the afternoon (with an amplitude of about 1.5 °C), roughly in phase with the diurnal cycle in air temperature, indicating that temperature changes (Figure 11e) were driven by the radiation, heat budget balance, and solar radiation. Dissolved oxygen (DO) had a similar diurnal cycle, with a minimum before noon and a rapid increase to a maximum near saturation in the afternoon, followed by a gradual decline during the afternoon/evening/night (Figure 11a,b). The authors of [14] showed that the diurnal temperature cycle (which influences the saturation level, see Figure 11b) could not cause this DO variation, and instead it must to a large extent have been caused by biology—photosynthesis producing oxygen in the daytime causing near saturation (100% at about 7 mL L\(^{-1}\)) in the afternoon before decline in photosynthesis allowed for respiration, ventilation, and chemical reactions to reduce the DO level towards nighttime levels of 75–80% (at about 5.5 mL L\(^{-1}\)). The average variations in salinity were small and did not show a clear diurnal cycle (Figure 11f). Together with the water temperature cycle, one can predict the surface tension \(\sigma_w\) of pure salt water [55] (see Figure 11g), which follows a weak diurnal cycle with a maximum between morning and noon and a minimum in the afternoon. It should be noted that this calculation neglects any effects of compounds other than water and sea salt, including organic surfactants. For example, unsaturated
fatty acids such as palmitic and stearic acid are abundant in the ocean surface and enriched in marine aerosols \[15–17,56,57\], with surface tensions in the order of $3 \times 10^{-4}$ N m$^{-1}$ (http://ull.chemistry.uakron.edu/erd/, accessed on 17 February 2021), comprising less than half that of the “pure” sea salt water.

As described by [14], the average aerosol number concentrations in the tank experiments describe a clear diurnal cycle for both the CPC and OPC size ranges (see Figure 11c,d). High night and morning concentrations are followed by a rapid decline around noon and an afternoon minimum. Because the tank experiment excludes all sources other than sea spray, we can consider these number concentrations to be proportional to the sea spray production within the tank. In the OPC size range, the warmer temperature in the afternoon would cause less particle production and vice versa (for example, Mårtensson et al. [6] and Salter et al. [37]), but the magnitude of the temperature cycle is too small to explain the observed amplitude in aerosol production.

However, the question remains, how do these laboratory measurements compare with the EC fluxes? A direct comparison of Figure 11c,d with Figure 10d does not help. The average diurnal cycle in the in situ non-volatile aerosol number flux (which we may assume to be dominated by sea spray sea salt) with its strong noon maximum did not agree with the daytime minimum in the tank sea spray production. However, we concluded from Figure 10 that this maximum was caused by the wind speed, since the white cap fraction was used to derive the sea spray production in the tank. To be able to determine parameters of secondary importance, we tried to normalize the observed aerosol number emission fluxes with the white cap coverage, which has been the favored method in several past sea spray tank simulation studies to scale the tank data into in situ emission fluxes. The resulting diurnal cycle of $\overline{wN'/W}$ in Figure 11h agreed even less with the diurnal cycles in aerosol concentration in the sea spray simulation tank (Figure 11d) than the in situ aerosol EC fluxes $wN'$ in Figure 10d.

The scaling to $W$ cannot be considered successful. It demonstrates, however, that while the diurnal wind cycle creates one diurnal sea spray cycle with a daytime peak production, the actual production per white cap surface may have an opposite trend, caused by other factors than the wind speed. On the basis of the strong anti-correlation between the DO and temperature cycles, the authors of [14] proposed the hypothesis that the onset of photosynthesis, probably followed by increased respiration, may have resulted in the production or release of organic surfactants in the water. These may in turn have caused a decrease in particle production due to changes in the surface tension that follow from an increase in surfactant concentration. The comparison with in situ fluxes appears to offer partial support for this hypothesis. However, at this point we have no explanation for the difference in phase between the diurnal cycles of in situ and tank aerosol production.

### 3.7. The Complete Sea Spray Emission Size Spectra vs. Source Parameterizations

Sea spray emission fluxes have previously been measured in situ using direct flux measurements with the EC method and using a CPC or an OPC [18,19]. Due to the difficulties in measuring size-resolved number fluxes below the OPC range fast enough for EC (preferably 20 times per second but at least once per second), thus far, no one to our knowledge has been able to measure a complete sea spray emission size spectrum on the basis of in situ direct flux measurements. Differential or scanning mobility sizers (DMPS or SMPS) can reach as far down as a few nanometers in diameter, but require several minutes to scan all its size channels, rendering it inappropriate for the EC method. An alternative would be a DMPS run in a relaxed eddy accumulation (REA) system such as the one used over the boreal forest by [41], but that type of system is yet to be used for investigations other than deposition fluxes over the boreal forest. There are alternative methods for detecting and sizing the aerosol in this size range at a speed of several hertz, e.g., [58]. Unfortunately, instruments such as electrical low-pressure impactors (ELPI) are expensive and/or require high aerosol concentrations, which might be why they have not been applied to the sea spray problem. The authors of [59–62] tried to cover the
whole sub micrometer spectra using an indirect method, deriving the fluxes from gradient measurements and letting the surf zone represent breaking waves. The most important uncertainty with the study by [59] is probably the question of whether or not the surf zone sea spray production is really representative of the open sea’s breaking wave sea spray. One can also consider laboratory experiments, such as the classic experiment by [7], although this one only covered particles corresponding to >1.1 µm dry diameter. The more modern study by [6] covered all of the sub-micrometer size range, even though indirect methods and Equation (6) were used to derive the oceanic sea spray emission flux. While these methods are sometimes the only technically available means of obtaining certain required information, they are also associated with certain uncertainties related to the limitations of the methods. For example, are the bubble spectra in the tank representative of the open sea? Are the dimensions of the tank sufficient to avoid wall effects? How do we scale to the in situ ocean?

Therefore, a different approach was planned for this experiment that combined both a direct and an indirect method. We allowed the experiments producing artificial sea spray in local sea water that have already been published by [13] to provide us with information on the sea spray size spectra produced below the OPC size range ([13] used a DMPS system), and we used the direct EC flux measurements presented in the current study to determine the magnitude of the sea spray production. The two datasets can be combined because they overlap in the size range 0.3–2 µm dry diameter, where both systems included an OPC from the same manufacturer (Grimm) with the same properties (see Figure 12). As with comparing the diurnal cycles in Figures 10 and 11, we only used periods for which both tank and EC data were available, and we excluded periods with <4 ms$^{-1}$ to forestall influence from waves breaking against the coast.

First, we took the full DMPS and OPC number size spectra from the sea spray production in the tank and scaled them into the same units as the EC fluxes ($10^6$ particles m$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$) by multiplying the particle concentration in each bin with the sample air flow from the tank to the aerosol instruments ($q = 6.3$ lmin$^{-1}$) and then dividing by the tank water cross section surface ($A = 6.16 \times 10^{-2}$ m$^2$). In principle, in this we assumed that the particle production by bubble bursting would result from the entire water surface in the tank. We had no continuous photographic log of the surface, and that was an improvement that we did not add until we used the more advanced system used and described in [37]. However, from ocular observations during the experiment, we know that this surface was completely covered by bubbles at least some of the time.

It is at the next step that many similar bubble–sea-spray simulation tank studies such as [6] have scaled the particle production per surface and second to in situ fluxes using one of the parameterizations for the ocean white cap coverage, such as Equation (6), for scaling of the tank water surface covered by bubbles to the white cap coverage of the real ocean. That would result in an emission flux, not per white cap area, but from the entire ocean surface, just like an EC flux system detecting particle fluxes from its entire flux footprint area. Unfortunately, there are large uncertainties associated with determining both the tank’s proportion of water covered by bubbles, as well as with the photographic method used to derive in situ $W$. This is not only associated mostly with the large area error when using a camera slightly elevated above the ocean to photograph the ocean surface at small angles, but also due to the method’s sensitivity to what brightness value is used to separate white cap surface from the ocean surface. There is also a principal problem if at all the surface of bubbles on the tank water surface corresponds to the white cap coverage.
Figure 12. The combined sea spray production spectra from both the bubble tank measurements and in situ EC fluxes. The figure builds on the mean fluxes of periods with both tank data and EC flux data, and with wind speeds larger than 4 m s\(^{-1}\) (largest wind speed at 15.3 m s\(^{-1}\)), with a median of 6.8 m s\(^{-1}\) and a mean of 7.4 m s\(^{-1}\), from the combined Kalmar Strait and long-fetch wind sectors (0° to 205°). Mean ambient upward dry aerosol number fluxes (green circles filled with cyan on a cyan curve with vertical bars for the 10% to 90% percentiles). The bubble tank aerosol concentrations from the differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS) and OPC, attached to the sea spray tank (dark green diamonds filled with dark blue on a dark green curve with vertical bars for the 10% to 90% percentiles), were turned into flux units using the air sample flow and tank water surface, as described in the text. They were furthermore scaled to the smallest OPC bin in the EC aerosol number fluxes. The light green shaded area instead represents the uncertainty range between this scaling and the scaling that resulted from the pair of OPC size bins, which resulted in the largest and most extreme scaling factor between tank and EC system OPCs. The black dashed curve is the combined Salter [37] + Ellison [50] parameterizations, while the dotted black curve is the corresponding Mårtensson [6] + Ellison [50] parameterizations, both with a corresponding mean wind speed of 7.4 m s\(^{-1}\). Qualitatively, the long fetch wind sector and coastal wind sector followed a similar pattern to that of the combined ocean sectors used here.

Comparing with the values calculated for \(W\) in Figure 3 and Table 1, we found it obvious that scaling with \(W\) could not solve our problem. Using \(W\) would not match the magnitude of the in situ aerosol emission fluxes to the tank sea spray production (if we also assume a tank water surface completely covered by bubbles and corresponding to 100% \(W\)). However, we were not entirely surprised by this, and as the goal was to tune the tank data to simultaneously measured in situ aerosol EC fluxes, we needed to search for another solution.

A few recent studies have used air entrainment or energy entrainment to scale the tank experiment’s particle production to in situ emission fluxes. Entrainment in the tank can be measured, and is better defined than as “white caps” in a tank. Entrainment over the ocean has also been quantified as a function of wind speed or friction velocity (\(u^*\)) [63]. Following [37], this can be used to scale the production in a sea spray tank experiment into in situ sea spray emission fluxes. Unfortunately, entrainment was not measured during the Garpen experiments.

We therefore tried a new approach. Considering the EC aerosol fluxes to be the most accurate quantification of the in situ sea spray emission fluxes available to us, we tried to directly scale the sea spray tank simulations to the former. First, we recalculated the magnitude of the tank particle production per tank surface and time into particle production per ocean surface and time. We did this simply by scaling the sea spray production counted by the OPCs in the sea spray tank to that of the EC system at the smallest OPC size bin
(which had the highest count and smallest errors) using the EC system OPC as the reference so that they matched each other. The scaling factor we derived in this way was 0.0931. It was smaller than 1 because the tank particle production per surface and time was larger than the actual in situ emission flux that we observed. If we tried to scale to one of the larger size bins of the OPC’s, the entire range of possible scaling factors would be from 0.0078 to 0.0931, depending on which size bin we used for the tuning, which would decrease with larger particle sizes. This additional range of uncertainty stems from our inability to match more than 1–2 size bins at the time between the tank sea spray simulation and the in situ sea spray eddy covariance fluxes. This in turn issues from one of the most obvious results in Figure 12—these two methods give rise to different slopes of the sea spay size distribution at dry diameters larger than \( \approx 0.5 \mu m \).

Compared to values calculated for \( W \) in Figure 3 and Table 1, it is obvious that scaling with \( W \) could not match the magnitude of the in situ aerosol emission fluxes to the tank sea spray production (if we also assume a tank water surface completely covered by bubbles and corresponding to 100% \( W \)). However, we were not entirely surprised by it, and as the goal was to tune the tank data to simultaneously measured in situ aerosol EC fluxes, we proceeded along that path.

We added the observed EC aerosol emission fluxes as cyan-filled green circles with vertical bars representing the 10% to 90% percentiles. Finally, we could use Figure 12 to compare the degree to which the indirect emission estimate based on the bubble tank data agreed with the in situ aerosol EC flux measurements. The sea spray emissions had broad peaks centered at 0.09 and 0.3 \( \mu m \) diameter. The method we chose in order to scale the tank data to the in situ fluxes only managed to exactly match the magnitude of the EC aerosol flux data at between 0.3 and 0.4 \( \mu m \) dry diameter because we used that size bin for the tuning. From there and upward in size, the measured/estimated aerosol sea spray production by the two methods deviated significantly. It became obvious that the slopes, as a function of increasing particle size diameter, differed for the two methods. The tank experiment produced a curve with a less downward slope but with increasing particle size than the real in situ fluxes observed with the EC method. As a result, the sea spray production in the tank could have been larger than the aerosol EC emission fluxes in this range, with the scaling factor represented by the green-blue diamonds in Figure 12 (in the 0.6–1 \( \mu m \) dry diameter, 90% of the fluxes derived from the tank measurements were larger than 90% of the EC). However, if we consider how uncertain we were about that scaling factor, the entire aerosol EC flux curve fell within that uncertainty (the bright green shaded area).

Figure 12 also includes to the source parameterizations of sea salt sea spray emission fluxes from Mårtensson [6] and Salter [37], adapted for the lower salinity (in our case, 6.8 ppt on average) as in Figures 6–8, and adding the volume of an organic surfactant layer according to Ellison [50], in order to make them represent the total sea spray emission fluxes, as intended in Figures 6–8.

Comparing the parameterized total sea salt + organic curves with the observed emissions (both those directly measured with the EC method and indirectly estimated from the tank experiments), we can see that both of the parameterized sea salt + organic dry aerosol captured the magnitude of the largest sea spray production, and although Mårtensson + Ellison [6,50] captured the \( \approx 0.1 \mu m \) peak very well, it missed the 0.3 \( \mu m \) peak, while Salter + Ellison [37,50] had its peak in between at about 0.2 \( \mu m \) dry diameter. Mårtensson + Ellison [6,50] overestimated the magnitude of the peak sea spray production somewhat, especially at the smallest sizes to the left of the peak production, whereas the Salter + Ellison [37,50] parameterization underestimated the peak production level, more so at the smallest sizes. Salter + Ellison [37,50] then declined over increasing diameter with a lower slope, such that it captured the overall slope of the observed sea spray emissions, but somewhat below them at up to 0.25–0.3 \( \mu m \) dry diameter. While the Mårtensson + Ellison [6,50] method showed a steeper slope with increasing diameter, which better
matched the observed slope of the EC aerosol fluxes, from about 0.3 to 0.9 µm and at 2 µm dry diameter, it also landed very close to the actual magnitudes of the EC fluxes.

In summary, on the basis of Figures 6–8 and Figure 12, we found that above ≈0.8 µm dry diameter, there was no significant difference between the sea spray emission fluxes derived from the EC method in the current manuscript when taking errors into account as well as the two sea salt source parameterizations. Below ≈0.8 µm dry diameter, differences between the two sea salt source parameterizations were most likely due to difference in bubble production, which resulted in a much less realistic bubble spectra in Mårtensson [6], and the much smaller bubble tank in Mårtensson [6], which could lead to considerable wall effects and a distorted bubble spectrum on account of the enhanced coalescence along the walls and increased bubble bursting on the water surface. Below 0.8 µm dry diameter, the most pronounced differences between the experiments in this study and the sea salt source parameterizations were likely to have something to do with the fact that [6] and [37] were made with artificial sea water without any organic content, while this study with in-situ-sampled water added the entire chemical complexity of real sea water. It is true that we tried to add the organic mass fraction to the sea salt using the Ellison [50] model on top of the sea salt parameterizations. However, that does not consider the possibility that organic surfactants on the water or bubble surfaces influence the actual sea spray formation process and redistribute both sea salt and organic mass over the sea spray size distribution. This sort of effect is most likely to be found where there is the biggest discrepancy between the source parameterizations and the observed sea spray production: <0.15 µm dry diameter for Mårtensson [6] and <0.1 µm dry diameter for Salter [37]. At this stage, it would be pure speculation on our part to guess exactly how this would work. We know, however, that the surface tension of the water changes much more from a small amount of organic surfactants than from either water temperature or salinity, and surface tension is deeply involved in how and when bubbles burst.

If we would choose to scale the sea spray tank data to the EC aerosol fluxes at a different OPC size bin, the comparison of emission magnitudes obviously changes, but with two observations unaffected by the scaling:
(i) The difference in slope over aerosol size between the tank sea spray simulation and the direct in situ EC fluxes remains.
(ii) The conclusion that sea spray is produced in a wide sub micrometer range, centered and peaking at about 0.09–0.3 µm dry diameter is not affected by the scaling.

This first attempt to extend the observations of sea spray production by bringing laboratory sea spray tank simulations out into the field and feeding them with local in situ water may at first seem like a failure or disappointment. However, given the uncertainty caused by the scaling that we do, and within the errors and variability of the dataset, we nonetheless found a fair agreement between two experimental methods and two source parameterizations within a range of about 0.1–2 µm dry diameter. For further use of this strategy, it would be important to strive towards reducing the uncertainty in how we scale the tank experiments to the in situ direct flux measurements.

3.8. Chemical Interpretation of The Semi-Volatile/Non-Volatile EC Flux Fractions

We estimated the percentage of organic sea spray fraction to the total sea spray emissions, on the basis of our EC aerosol flux measurements. These build on assumptions that the fresh sea spray is either externally or internally mixed (see Figure 13). Since we measured both the heated non-volatile aerosol EC fluxes (presumably sea salt) and dry unheated aerosol EC fluxes (presumably containing all components except water), we thus were able to, as in Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, estimate the organic fraction. If we assumed an external mixture, it was simply the difference between dry unheated and heated (non-volatile) aerosol fluxes, divided by the dry unheated aerosol EC fluxes for each size bin. To estimate the organic fraction for an internally mixed sea spray, we must shift the aerosol number flux size distribution bin by bin from the dry unheated aerosol size distribution to the heated non-volatile distribution. This is presumably a
shift from the total (organic + sea salt) size distribution to a pure sea salt distribution, and then use the required size shift as an estimate of the semi-volatile, and presumably, organic fraction. The operation includes interpolation of the shifted size spectra in order to be able to compare values at the same diameters. Figure 13 includes the percentage organic fraction derived from our EC aerosol flux data while assuming an internally and an externally mixed aerosol. Included in Figure 13 are also the ambient aerosol impactor data from the Irish west coast observed by Cavalli [64], one of several publications based on data from the Mace Head station, where the water-insoluble organic mass fraction was divided by the sum of the water-insoluble organic mass and the sea salt mass. There were also data from a field tank experiment using local water in the Bermuda Sea, wherein a mass spectrometer is used to decide the organic fraction of the sea spray by size [65]. Facchini [31] took an important step by repeating similar measurements at Mace Head as Cavalli [64] (blue dashed curves), but simultaneously sampling and analyzing the sea spray aerosol produced in our sea spray tank using local water on board the research vessel (RV) Celtic Explorer on the North Eastern Atlantic Ocean, upwind from the Mace Head station (blue dotted curves). It established that the size distribution of organic vs. sea salt sea spray found in ambient air was identical to the one found in sea spray tank experiments, where sea spray is known to be the only source, which supports the conclusion that these size distributions are a signature of sea spray. All these experimental measures of the sea spray chemical composition by size suggest that there is a shift in the composition from predominantly sea salt in the super-micrometer to predominantly organic compounds at around 0.1 µm diameter with a transition region in between. The ambient as well as tank sea spray aerosol size distributions by [31,64,65] agree fairly well with each other, as well as with the conceptual “mono-layer” model suggested by Ellison [50]. Keene [65] had a size shift slightly to the left of the other data and of the Ellison [50] curve, but qualitatively showed a similar size shift.

With this study, we have shown that EC aerosol fluxes combined with a thermodenuder can derive similar information about the organic vs. sea salt distribution in sea spray as traditional chemical methods. The use of EC fluxes places our method closer to the sampling and analysis of the sea spray from sea spray tanks by [31,65] than the ambient impactor samples and chemical analysis by [31,64]. This is because when using the EC method, we know that the detected aerosol flux originates from the upwind turbulent flux footprint, which is typically a few hundred meters, and at most a kilometer. Hence, we know that we are studying a freshly born sea spray aerosol. In this way, we have with these new data added further support to the conclusion made in [31], that this shift between dominantly sea salt and dominantly organic mass between 0.1 and 1 µm diameter is a signature of the sea spray aerosol. While it is very useful to see that an aerosol EC flux system with a built-in thermodenuder is able to separate the organic sea spray from the salt sea spray, unfortunately our data are roughly and equally consistent with an externally as with an internally mixed sea spray aerosol. However, an internal distribution would be consistent with the Ellison [50] model. Perhaps if we add more similar data, we may be able to draw final conclusions about the state of mixture of the sea spray.

The laboratory experiments by [6] suggested that lower salinity simply means that the aerosol size spectra shifted to smaller sizes proportional to the cubic root of the salinity. On this basis, we suspected that artificial sea spray experiments on Baltic waters would result in a size spectra centered at smaller sizes than in ≈35 ppt water. Instead, we saw size spectra centered at the same sizes as the saline oceans or the tank experiments with ≈35 ppt pure salt water (see Figure 12). The model approach in Figure 12 gives one possible explanation. If the organic fraction, or at least an important part of it, is determined by the surface area of the original droplets, as suggested by Ellison [50], and these droplets have the same salinity as the sea water, less salinity does not imply less organics. Less salinity means more water but may still imply roughly the same droplet surface at formation, which maintains a large fraction of organics in the mono layer, meaning that the final dry size does not decrease. In addition, if there are more organics than a mono layer
with organic surfactants can explain, it would also contribute to the sea spray size. This, however, remains speculation until we have both detailed laboratory studies of the effect of salinity on sea spray formation, and more data in general on the organic sea spray fraction.

Figure 13. Estimates of the organic fraction of the sea spray emissions of the long fetch sector compared to other studies. The EC fluxes were used to form the ratio of the difference between dry (unheated) aerosol number flux and the heated non-volatile aerosol number flux, normalized by the dry unheated aerosol number flux (green lines with green circles and squares filled with blue), either on the basis of the assumption of an externally mixed sea spray (circles) or internally mixed sea spray (squares). Dashed curve with red squares from Cavalli [64] and based on in situ impactor data and chemical analysis of water-insoluble organic carbon and sea salt (the organic fraction divided by the sum of these two fractions) from the Irish Atlantic coast, Mace Head. The dotted magenta curve with stars is from Keene [65] and is based on mass spectrometer samples in tank experiments with in situ water near Bermuda. The dashed blue curves with diamonds, squares, or circles are from Facchini [31] using the same impactor, location, and chemical analysis as Cavalli [64]. The dotted cyan curves with diamonds and squares are taken simultaneously to the dashed blue curves with similar impactor and chemical analysis, but the impactor was connected to our sea spray simulation tank on board the RV Celtic Explorer on the North East Atlantic upwind from Mace Head. The full black curve shows the ratio between organic carbon and the sum of organic carbon and sea salt based on applying the conceptual model by Ellison [50] (a monolayer of organic surfactants on the original sea spray droplets).

4. Summary and Conclusions

The main results and conclusions drawn from this study are as follows:

1. We have presented the first ever sea spray aerosol EC fluxes at near-coastal conditions and with limited fetch, and the first over a water surface with low salinity. Under these conditions, increased wind speed produces more sea spray than usual, and the emissions approximately follow the wind power law, that is, these exhibit a strong non-linear response to increase in wind speed. This compares reasonably well with previous studies from remote open oceans with normal salinity.

2. It is, however, only the heated non-volatile (sea salt) aerosol fluxes that show a highly significant increase in wind speed, similar to what we have come to expect from sea spray EC fluxes. Considering that this is a much more polluted region compared to the remote oceans where previous studies had taken place, the dry unheated...
aerosol fluxes probably include too much semi-volatile anthropogenic aerosols (which contribute negative deposition fluxes that may mask the emission fluxes, not to mention increasing the random errors). This emphasizes the importance of including a volatility system, a thermodenuder, in EC aerosol flux systems when studying sea spray emissions in polluted regions.

3. It was not trivial to combine tank and EC flux data into a continuous sea spray emission size spectrum from 0.01 µm to 2 µm diameter. We are unable to be conclusive regarding the scaling factor between the fluxes derived from the tank measurements and EC fluxes. The primary reason is that it appears both tank-derived fluxes and EC fluxes have different slopes over the aerosol size. Future work is needed to study if this is a feature related to the different methods used, and if it can be overcome.

4. Differences between various sectors (Table 1) in the particle production per white cap area were relatively small (2.2 – 2.7 × 10⁷ m⁻²s⁻¹), which suggests that the approach by [6] and many others (to parameterize the sea spray emissions per white cap surface separately from the white cap cover wind-function) is a reasonable simplification. This was contradicted by the scaling of our tank-derived fluxes to our EC fluxes (Figure 12), which resulted in a range of scaling factors that cannot be explained by the white cap fraction vs. tank bubble surface. There were most likely other complications that may add to the uncertainty in the scaling between tank experiments and in situ fluxes. We had hoped that this problem would have been circumnavigated if one scales the tank sea spray simulations to actual in situ EC fluxes, as we have done in this study. However, as noted above, because the two methods resulted in sea spray emission fluxes with different slopes over aerosol size, we still had problems to resolve.

5. Diurnal cycles for in situ particle production were closely related to wind speed and white cap coverage, with maxima at around noon. Tank sea spray production had an afternoon minimum in their diurnal cycle. In situ sea spray production changed from a peak at noon to a minimum at noon when normalized to the production per white cap area. Although with somewhat different timing, the diurnal cycles supported the existence of a biologically driven diurnal cycle in the sea spray production as suggested by [13], where the dissolved oxygen indicated a connection to photosynthesis or respiration.

6. Surprisingly, there appeared to be less organic sea spray production from the shallow waters in the coastal zone and Kalmar Strait zone than in the long fetch zone. It may well be that this is an artefact due to negative deposition fluxes of anthropogenic particles embedded in the upward net fluxes.

7. In the long fetch zone, we were able to distinguish between observed aerosol emission fluxes of dry aerosol (unheated, both sea spray and organics) and non-volatile aerosols (heated, sea salt only) in the smallest size bins of the OPC. This did not apply to the fluxes from shallow and coastal waters. The long fetch zone aerosol flux size distributions and organic fraction were in agreement with previous studies, but we were unable to conclude if the organic and sea salt sea spray in the OPC range occurred as internal or external mixtures. Both are equally plausible.

8. In our study, our estimates of the relative organic sea spray distribution over size using the EC method in combination with a thermodenuder demonstrated that this combination of methods was able to distinguish between organic and sea salt sea spray. It also confirms the conclusion by [31] that the shift from a predominantly sea salt mass in the super micrometer to a predominantly organic mass at ≈0.1 µm diameter is a signature of the sea spray aerosol.

9. As a first guess, over sea spray emissions from a brackish water such as the Baltic Sea, in both [6] and [37], sea salt source parameterization appeared to work, as long as the fluxes were modified for the actual salinity by shifting the particle diameters proportionally to the cubic root of the salinity, as suggested by [6].
10. The Ellison [50] organic mono-layer model appears to be able to explain most of the differences we observed between the dry aerosol and heated non-volatile aerosol. However, the rate of change in organic fraction over aerosol size, as suggested by [50], appeared somewhat smaller than most observations, including this study (see Figure 13).

11. The observed particle production by size was somewhere in the vicinity of both pure sea salt models [6,37], when these were modified for the salinity and simple surfactant monolayer model, as in [50]. In some sectors and size intervals, the emissions were even larger, and water soluble organics or liquid colloidal micelles within the droplets/particles could have contributed to the organic fraction. In most cases, we were not able to be conclusive due to uncertainty in the flux measurements.

Several contradictions and problems remain, which will require further studies to solve. Can we account better for the influence of deposition fluxes on the dry aerosol? Is the tank design or size responsible for the difficulties of matching in situ EC fluxes and tank sea spray production into one combined picture? We can note that the sea spray simulation tank used in this study was considerably larger than that used by Mårtensson [6], but much smaller than the more advanced sea spray simulation tank used by Salter [37]. Yet, it is the oldest of these studies (Mårtensson [6]) that best matched the magnitude and slope of the EC sea spray aerosol number flux emissions from about 0.3–1 µm dry diameter, while overestimating the flux < 0.15 µm dry diameter (see Figure 12). We have good reasons to believe that our experimental development from 2003 (Mårtensson [6]), over 2005 (this study), over several other publications, to 2014 (Salter [37]) has shown a consistent improvement in how realistically we can simulate sea spray formation in laboratory tanks. However, from the comparisons made in this study (mostly Figures 6–8 and Figure 12), that does not appear to be the key to how well the laboratory sea spray tank simulations agree with the EC sea spray aerosol emission fluxes.

What are the biological and chemical processes behind the diurnal cycle in the sea spray production? How do these influence the sea spray composition and sea spray emission? To answer these questions, we probably need more advanced biochemical/organic microbiological analytical methods, such as those applied in [15–17]. It would be very interesting to see methods that allow such detailed chemical (organic) and microbiological characterization to be applied in a sea spray simulation tank that is tied to simultaneous in situ EC aerosol flux measurements.

Indeed, the basic approach of this study is to combine aerosol EC fluxes, which determine the magnitude of the in situ emissions, with more detailed measurements of the artificial sea spray formed in a laboratory tank using local sea water, in order to characterize properties that cannot be measured directly as EC fluxes. Can this approach be improved or replaced by another or a modified method so that we can reduce uncertainty and be more conclusive regarding the organic fraction and its state of mixing with the sea salt, thereby achieving a complete aerosol sea spray flux size distribution? Perhaps the answer will in the end be to apply faster instruments than typical DMPS or SMPS systems to size the aerosol below the OPC size range, instruments that both cover the entire size range and are fast enough to apply the EC flux method. That would solve the problem of observing the complete sea spray aerosol emission size spectra. Even if that can be done, there remains the need to characterize the chemical composition of the sea spray in more detail than what the EC method with a thermodenuder can do, offline chemical analysis of specific organic compounds for example, as well as the biological fraction of the sea spray. If we are to base future emission parameterizations of the organic sea spray and of biological sea spray particles on direct flux measurements, the available analytical options (such as those in [15–17]) are not fast enough for the EC method, perhaps with the exception of the use of aerosol mass spectrometry in EC flux systems, which is still in its infancy. Eventually, it may well be that the so-called relaxed eddy accumulation (REA) method is an option that allows for in situ flux measurements of specific organic compounds and biological particles. The REA method is a micrometeorological method
that allows for the use of slow instruments/sampling systems, and still produces a flux with the help of fast measurements of the vertical wind and some empirical tricks. It is frequently used for gas fluxes, but to our knowledge, there has only been one REA system for aerosol particles [41], for which the reason is probably the complications that follow from our need to use obviously inflexible tanks in stainless-steel for the accumulation of sampled air instead of flexible Teflon bags for gas flux applications, since aerosols are rapidly lost to Teflon surfaces. However, while waiting for technical and methodological progress regarding aerosol instruments and aerosol REA applications, we believe that a combination of EC fluxes and sea spray tank simulations is still worthy of application and elaboration for parts of the sea spray properties that cannot (yet) be studied directly as fluxes using the EC method alone. If the current COVID-19 pandemic does not prevent us, we have two cruises scheduled for 2021 where this approach will be revisited, but with more detailed and complex instrumentation than in this study. We hope the results of that field work will answer some of the questions left unanswered in this study.

Our main objective is to improve the available sea spray source parameterizations used in large scale models, including global climate models. The most urgent needs for improvements concern the organic and biological fractions of the sea spray emissions. To achieve that goal, we have to empirically determine the sea spray emissions as a function of a few fundamental parameters, simple enough for the code to be used in a gridded global model running up to 100 simulation years or more, but yet accurate enough to describe how sea spray emissions respond to changes in parameters that likely will change in a changing climate, such as wind speed, sea ice, water temperature, chemical composition of the water, and microbiology. With that goal in mind, the experimental approach used in this study is worth repeating at different locations and with improved experimental design and analytical methods. If the goal is to study the detailed processes, in situ data such as those in the current study may be too complex, such that one should attempt more controlled laboratory experiments with artificial sea water spiked with organic surfactants or controlled bacteria cultures. Further progress in this area is probably dependent on a combination of well-planned laboratory experiments and in situ experiments. For the in situ experiments, we would encourage other research groups to combine in situ tank experiments with EC aerosol fluxes. The latter is the only measurement actually able to constrain the magnitude of sea spray emissions, a feat not possible in sea spray tank simulations, neither in the laboratory nor in the field.
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Abbreviations

\(N\) aerosol number concentration, \(\text{cm}^{-3}\)
\(\overline{N}\) half hourly average aerosol number concentration, \(\text{cm}^{-3}\)
\(N'\) turbulent fluctuation in aerosol number concentration, \(\text{cm}^{-3}\)
\(\overline{w}\) vertical wind speed, \(\text{ms}^{-1}\)
\(\overline{w}'\) half hourly average vertical wind speed, \(\text{ms}^{-1}\)
\(\overline{N\overline{w}'}\) turbulent aerosol number flux, eddy covariance flux, \(\text{m}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\)
\(F\) aerosol emission flux, \(\text{m}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\)
\(F_m\) measured turbulent aerosol flux limited by the sensor response time, \(\text{m}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\)
\(F_c\) aerosol flux corrected for limited sensor response, or aerosol emission flux, \(\text{m}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\)
\(\tau_c\) frequency first order response time constant, s
\(n_m\) normalized frequency
\(z\) measurement height, m
\(L\) Monin–Obukov length, m
\(\overline{U}\) mean horizontal wind speed, \(\text{ms}^{-1}\)
\(U\) mean horizontal wind speed at 10 m, \(\text{ms}^{-1}\)
\(Q\) sampling flow, \(\text{m}^3\text{s}^{-1}\)
\(\sigma_w\) vertical wind standard deviation, \(\text{ms}^{-1}\)
\(t\) sampling period, s
\(W\) white cap coverage, %
\(X_f\) fetch, m
\(C_D\) drag coefficient
\(S\) salinity, ppt
\(D_g\) geometric mean of the upper and lower diameters of each OPC (optical particle counter) size bin, used as the center value for the size bin when plotted with a logarithmic diameter axis, \(\mu\text{m}\)
\(D_{35}\) sea salt sea spray particle dry diameter at \(S = 35\text{ppt}, \mu\text{m}\)
\(D_S\) sea salt sea spray particle dry diameter at salinity \(S, \mu\text{m}\)
\(DO\) dissolved oxygen, % or mL L\(^{-1}\)
\(\sigma_w\) surface tension, Nm\(^{-1}\)
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